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MBLE Research Laboratory, Avenue Van Becelaere, 2 1170 Brussels, Belgium 
This paper gives some results about asynchronous automata and the languages 
they recognize--the asynchronous languages. In a first part, it is shown how 
one can associate with any finite Moore automaton x{ a finite asynchronous 
Moore automaton /~, having the same behaviour as _~ as long as reduced 
words are applied to it. In a second part, some features of the set of asynchronous 
languages are presented; in particular, it is shown how one can associate with 
any regular language L a regular asynchronous language J(L), the smallest 
containing L.
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to a study of thefinite asynchronous Moore automata, 
i.e., the finite Moore automata which can be described by normal flow tables, 
and for which exist, therefore, realizations as asynchronous equential 
machines. 
It is divided in two parts: 
In the first part (Sections 2 and 3), it is shown how one can associate with 
any finite Moore automaton A a finite asynchronous Moore automaton /~ 
which can simulate the behavior of A as long as the words applied to it are 
words in which no two consecutive l tters are equal. More precisely, Section 2 
is devoted to the cover of finite Moore automata working on a restricted 
input dictionary; with any finite Moore automaton @and with any regular 
language L is associated a finite Moore automaton AlL; the main result of 
Section 2 is that the search for a cover of ~,  work/~ing on the input dictionaryL, 
is reduced to the classical problem of covering AlL, working on an unrestricted 
input dictionary. In Section 3, this last result is applied to the case where L is 
the set T of all the reduced words (T is regular); the main result of Section 3 
is that with any finite Moore automaton, A canAbe associated a finite asyn- 
chronous Moore automaton/~ which covers A/T. 
The second part of this paper (Section 4) generalizes ome results of 
Kuznetsov (1965); it is devoted to the study of the (regular) asynchronous 
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languages which are the languages recognizable by the (finite) asynchronous 
Moore automata. Some features of the set of asynchronous languages are 
presented; among others, with any language L is associated an asynchronous 
language J(L), which is the smallest containing L; it is shown that L being 
regular so is J(L); in this last case a method allowing one to build a finite 
asynchronous Moore automaton which recognizes J(L) is presented. 
The notations are those of Ginzburg (1968). They are briefly recalled. 
A finite deterministic Moore automaton z{ is a quintuple (S A, ~A OA, M A, NA) ,  
where 
S A is a finite set of states, 
Z A is a finite set of input letters (input alphabet), 
0 a is a finite set of output letters (output alphabet), 
M a is a set of left-one to one 1 binary relations of S A into S A, i.e., 
M A = {M, ~ [ a ~ ZA}, 
M,, A C_ S A × S A, V~ ~ Z A, 
(S, S') ~ Ma A and (s, s") ~ MG A => s' = s"; 
N A is a left-one to one binary relation of S a into 0 a, i.e., 
N A C S a × 0 a, 
(s, 0) ~ N A and (s, 0') ~ N A =~ 0 = 0'. 
Clearly, with M a can be associated a flow table: its rows correspond to the 
states in S A and its columns to the input letters in ZA; the entry appearing 
in row s and column a is s' if (s, s') ~ M,  A, and is--(don't care entry) if there is 
no state s' in S A such that (s, s') ~ M~ n. An output column can be added to 
that flow table: the entry appearing in row s is 0 if (s, O) ~ N A, and is--if 
there is no output letter 0 in 0 a such that (s, O) ~ N A. 
Given an input word x = ale 2 ." a~, the left-one to one binary relations 
Mx a and Nx A are  defined as follows: 
M A M~A. i A A = ~ "'" M~ C_ S A × S A, 
A b inary  re lat ion R of a set X into a set Y, is 
r ight -onto  iff XR = Y, 
le f t -onto iff YR -1 = X,  
r ight -one to one iff #(yR -1) ~< 1, Vy 6 Y, 
le f t -one to one iff #(xR)  <-< 1, Vx ~ X.  
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and 
N~ A -= M~A • N A C_ S A X 0 A. 
Furthermore, denoting by A the empty word one defines: 
M:  A ~ {(s, s) Is ~ SA}, 
and thus 
NA A ~ N A. 
I f  (s, 0) is in N~ a, one says that the automaton 2{, when starting in state s, 
produces the output letter 0 if the input word x is applied to it. A state s, 
such that the automaton A never produces any output letter, when it starts 
in that state, is an output empty state of A. 
In the sequel, the adjective "deterministic" will be omitted. 
2. COVER OF FINITE MOORE AUTOMATA WORKING ON 
A RESTRICTED INPUT DICTIONARY 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let z~ and/)  be two finite Moore automata on the input 
and output alphabets 
27A = 27~ = X and {~A = OB = O, respectively; 
Let L be any language on X, i.e., a subset of 27*; the state sB of / )  covers the 
state SA of 2{, with respect o L, iff for every x in L one has 
(SA , O) ~ N~ A ~ (sB, 0) ff Xx B. 
One uses the following notation: sB >/L SA; in the case where L ~ 27", one 
simply writes: s B ~ SA (SB covers SA). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The finite Moore automaton/) covers the finite Moore 
automaton 2{, with respect o L, iff any state SA of 2{ is covered by at least one 
state sB of/), with respect oL. As above, one uses the notations 
/) >/r~// and /) >/2{; 
in the second case one says that/)  covers 2{. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The finite Moore automaton /) covers the finite Moore 
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automaton ~, with respect o L, iff there exists a mapping X from S A into S B, 
such that for every word x inL one has 
~ACx~8. 
Proof. 1. The condition is sufficient: it is obvious that the state sa of _d is 
covered by the state sax of B, with respect o L. 
2. The condition is necessary: the mapping X is choosen as associating 
with any state s A of ~ one of the states B of B which covers s A , with respect 
to L. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The relation ~z  is a preordering 2 on the set of finite 
2Vloore automata on the alphabets Z and O. 
It suffices to verify the transitive law, which is a direct consequence of 
Proposition 2.1. 
Suppose now that L is a regular language on 27; it is thus accepted by some 
finite recognizer, i.e., a finite Moore automaton, with input alphabet 27, 
output alphabet {0, 1} and initial state I, having the following property: when 
starting in state I, it produces the output letter 1 if an input word x, member of 
L, is applied to it, and it produces the output letter 0 if an input word x, not 
member of L, is applied to it. That finite Moore automaton can be slightly 
modified as follows: in the output column, each letter 0 is replaced by a 
don't care entry; furthermore, if some state is output empty, the corre- 
sponding row of the flow table is deleted and, in the other rows, that state is 
replaced by a don't care entry. In this way, one obtains the finite Moore 
automaton l, having the following properties: 
(1) its input alphabet is 27; 
(2) its output alphabet contains the only letter I; 
(3) one of its states is the initial state I; 
(4) the pair (I, 1) is in N~Liffx is inL. 
An example is given by the automaton T of Table I I  that recognizes the 
language T of all the words on 27 = {a 1 , a2} in which no two consecutive 
letters are equal. 
2 A preordering on a set E is a transitive and reflexive binary relation of E into E; 
it is the relation associated with a directed graph as follows: the vertex vl is in relation 
with the vertex v~ iff v 1 = v2 or if there is a path from vl to ¢)2 • 
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TABLE I 
0.1 CS2 
A B C 01 
B B A O~ 
C C A Ot 
TABLE Ii 
GI 0" 2 
I sl s~ 1 
S 1 - -  S 2 l 
$2 Sl  - -  ] 
DEFINITION 2.3. The direct product d X L is defined as follows: 
d XL  = (S A X S L,z,  @,M A×L,NA×L), 
with 
M--2 ×L = {((C, C), (SAL C)) I (s2, sA ~) ~ Mo A and (s2, C)  ~ Mo~}, 
and 
N A×L ---- {((SA, SL), 0) I (SA, 0) ~ N A and (SL, 1) E NL}; 
therefore, for every word x in Z*, one has 
N A×L = {((sA, sL), O) I (SA, O) ~ N~ A and (sL, 1) ~ N~L). 
LEMIVIA 2.1. Given two finite Moore automata e{ and B, and the regular 
language L, the state SB of [3 covers the state SA of A, with respect o L, iff the 




Suppose first that s B ~L  SA . One has to prove that sB ~ (SA, I) ;  
((s~, I), o) ~ ~v A×L 
(SA, O) ~ N~ a and (I, 1) ~ N~ L, 
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i.e. 
therefore 
(s,~, O) ~ N~ A and x ~L; 
(sB, 0) ~ N: .  
Conversely suppose that sB ~ (SA, I). One has to prove that sB >/L sa; indeed, 
if 
(SA, O) @ Nx  A with x ~L, 
then 
therefore 
((SA , I), O) ~.A×L. 
(sB, o) ~ N: .  
/N  
DEFINITION 2.4. The automaton AlL is deduced from A × L by deleting 
all those states which cannot be reached from any of the states (s~, I). More 
/x.. 
exactly, AlL = (SA/L, Z, O, M~/L, N~/L) with 
S AlL = {s ~ S a X S L [ ~x ~ Z* and sA ~ SA: ((sA, I), s) e M~xL}; 
My/L = {(s, s') E MyXL[ s ~ S all and s' ~ sA/L}; 
N AlL = {(s, O) ~ N ~×L I s e S'~/L}. 
The main result of this section is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The finite Moore automaton [~ covers the finite Moore 
automaton ~, with respect to the regular/~language L, iff the finite Moore automaton 
[~ covers the finite Moore automaton AlL. 
Proof. 1. Suppose first that /~ covers _d, with respect to L. We first , / x  
prove that any state (sA, I) of A/L is covered by at least one state SB of B. 
The state SA of A must be covered by at least one state of/3, with respect o 
L; let s~ be this state. According to Lemma 2.1, s B covers the state (SA I) of 
× L and, afortiori, the state (SA, I) of A/L. 
/ x ,  
Consider a state (SA, SL) of AlL, with sL :/: I; according to Definition 2.4, 
one can find a word x such that 
, M/A/L ((SA, I), (SA, SL)) ~ ~.-~ , 
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A 
for some SA' ~ S A. As it has been seen, the state (sA', I)  of AlL is covered by 
at least one state of/),  say s~'. Suppose now that 
((SA,SL),O)eN AlLy , with y~Z* ;  
therefore 
and thus 
( ( s / ,  I), O) - .A/L lYxy , 
(s ; ,  O) e N .~.  
This proves that one can find a state s B such that 
(sd, s~) ~ M~ B since N~ = M~M~N~.  
t! Clearly, s n covers (SA, SL). 
/x. 
2. Suppose, co/nnversely, that/~ covers AlL. Let s A be any state in SA; the 
state (s A , I)  of AlL is covered by at least one state of/~, say sB. The state 
(s a 1) of A × L is also covered by sB: when starting in a state like (SA, I), 
there is no difference of behaviour between ./i × L and A/L. Therefore, 
according to Lemma 2.1, the state SA of A is covered by the state SB of /~, 
with respect o L. 
3. ASYNCHRONOUS AUTOMATON ASSOCIATED WITH 
The main result of this section is that with any given finite Moore automaton 
A, it is always possible to associate a finite asynchronous Moore automaton/~ 




The flow table of the finite Moore automaton A is 
(s, s') ~ M, A ~ (s', s') ~ Mo A. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A finite asynchronous Moore automaton is a finite Moore 
automaton having a normal flow-table; in terms of sequential switching 
circuits, a finite asynchronous Moore automaton describes a finite machine in 
which all the transitions are from a stable state to a stable state or from a 
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starting state to a stable state, that starting state being not reachable from 
another state. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The language T is the set of all the words in Z* that 
do not comprise two consecutive occurences of the same letter, i.e., the set of 
words of the type 
with 
(7 i (y  j c r  k • • • Cr g 
~ ~ ~ ~ ak ~ "'" v ~ at .  
Such a word is a reduced word. The empty word is also reduced. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The language T is regular. 
Proof. Suppose that the input alphabet contains the m letters a 1 , ~2 ,..., a**; 
denoting by an upper bar the complementation with respect o Z*, one clearly 
has: 
: Z*(aia 1 U a~ U "'" U ~am)Z* ;  
the language T being regular, so its complement T. 
The automaton T associated with T is defined as follows: it has (m q- 1) 
states: 
S r : (L  s l ,  s2 ,..., s,~}; 
the correspondences M~ and N~ are defined by 
M~ = {(L ~j)) v ((s~, ~) I i ~: j) 
and 
N r = {(I, 1), (s 1 , 1), (s2, 1),..., (s~, 1)}. 
A/n.,n example is given in Table I I  for Z = {al, a~}. The finite Moore automaton 
A/T  can then be defined as in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The finite Moore automaton/~ is defined as follows: 
(1) S 8 :SA/TCS AXST;  
(2) Z B :ZandO B=O;  
(3) M Boj :M~ IT. u{(s,s)  I scSa /T ,s  : (SA ,S j )  for some SAGSn}; this 
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last definition is unambiguous since M T contains no pair of the type (sj si): aj 
in the flow table of T, the entry appearing in row s~ and column aj is a don't 
care entry; therefore, M air contains no pair of the type ((sa sj), (SA', si)). ¢ry 
(4) N B -= N A/T. 
LEMMA 3.1. The finite Moore automaton B is a finite asynchronous Moore 
automaton. 
Proof. The fact that/~ has a normal flow table is a direct consequence of 
the definition of M~; indeed, 
(s 1 , s~) E M~j ~ s~ = (SA, Sj) for some sa ~ S A ~ (s2, s2) ~ M~j. 
LEMMA 3.2. T~ finite asynchronous Moore automaton ~ covers the finite 
Moore automaton A/ T. 
Proof. By definition of ~, one has 
M A/~ C_ M~ B, Va E Z and N A/T • NB; 
therefore 
NxA / T B C_ N~ , Vx ~ Z* 
/N  
which, according to Proposition 2.1. proves that/3 covers A/T. 
The main result of this section is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given a fnite Moore automaton A, it can be covered, with 
respect to the language T of all the reduced words, by a finite asynchronous Moore 
automaton ~. 
/N  
Proof. According to Theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove that A/T can be 
covered by a finite asynchronous Moore automaton; this is a consequence 
of the Definition 3.4 and of the two preceeding lemmas. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. GivenAthe Moore automaton _d of Table I, the corre- 
sponding automata ~, A/T and/3 are described in Tables II, III, and IV, 
respectively. 
Remark. It is obvious that, in the automaton/~, the states of the type 
(SA, I) exclusivel, y serve as starting states':,Nthis i a consequence of the 
definition of T, and of the construction of A/T  and /3. Furthermore, these 
states form stable states with none of the input signals. In practical applica- 
tions, like sequential switching circuits, they will generally be deleted. In the 
case of the preceding example, this remark yields the automaton of Table V. 
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TABLE  I I I  
A 
A/T  ~ a2 
AI  Bsl Cs2 01 
131 Bsl Asz O~ 
CI Csl As2 01 
Bsl - -  As2 02 
Csl - -  As2 01 
As~ Bsl - -  O~ 
Csz Csl - -  81 
131 
TABLE IV 
A1 Bsx Csz ~1 
B I  Bsl As2 02 
CI Csl As2 01 
Bsx Bsl As~ 02 
Csl Csl As2 01 
As~ Bsl As2 01 
Cs2 Csl Cs~ 01 
TABLE V 
G 1 GZ 
As2 = a b a 01 
Bsx = b b a O~ 
Csl ~ c c a 01 
Csz = d c d 01 
643/z4/2-3 
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4. THE ASYNCHRONOUS LANGUAGES 
This section is devoted to the study of the so called asynchronous languages, 
as defined by Zahnd (1970). It  gives some algebraic features of this class of 
languages and partially generalizes some definitions and results of Kuznetsov 
(1965). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given any word w in 27Z*, the reduced word w~ associated 
with it is constructed as follows: 
I f  the same letter a occurs consecutively several times, it is replaced by the 
single letter a. For instance, with the word alal~rza~a3ala~a~ is associated the 
reduced word crlaZ%ala 2 . Furthermore, the empty word A is reduced. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The equivalence relation ~- on 27* is defined by saying 
that two words are equivalent iff the same reduced word is associated with 
them; this relation is clearly a congruence relation on the free monoid 27*. 
The class containing the word w is denoted by [w]. The factor monoid is 
denoted by 2J*/-----, and the induced composition law by ×. By definition of 
the induced law one has: 
[u] × Iv] = [uv], gu and v e 27*. 
Note that this congruence is generally not of finite index. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The language L is asynchronous iff 
weL~ [w]_CL. 
In other words, a language L is asynchronous iff it is the union of a family of 
congruence classes. Therefore, given a family of asynchronous languages, 
its union as well as its intersection is an asynchronous language. More 
precisely, the set 5(27*) of all the asynchronous languages included in 2J* is a 
Boolean lattice isomorphic to 5~(27"/--=), the set of subsets of the factor 
monoid. 
Note that an asynchronous language need not necessarily to be regular as 
shown by the following example: 
L = 0 { (aa*bb*) (aa*bb*)  ... (aa*bb*) (cc*bb*) (cc*bb*)  - (cc*bb*)}. 
The language L is asynchronous but it is not regular. It can be shown that 
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the regular asynchronous languages are exactly the asynchronous events of the 
first kind defined by Kutznetsov (1965). 
DEFINITION 4.4. A language is reduced iff it contains only reduced words. 
The set ~(X*) of the reduced languages i still a Boolean lattice isomorphic to 
~(27"/=-), and thus to ~(Z'*); this is a direct consequence of the fact that each 
congruence class contains one and only one reduced word. 
Note again that a reduced language need not necessarily to be regular as 
shown by the following example: 
L = U {(ab)n(cb) '}  • 
The language L is reduced but not regular. The regular reduced languages 
are in fact the asynchronous events of the second kind defined by Kuznetsov 
(1965). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Given two asynchronous languages L 1 and L2, the 
language L t X L2 is defined as follows: 
L~ X L 2 = U {[u] x iv] j [u] _.CL 1 and Iv] CL2}. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (c~(Z*), x) i s  a monoid. 
Proof. 
(1) x is a composition law since L 1 × L2 is the union of a family of 
congruence classes; it is thus an asynchronous language; 
(2) X is an associative law: 
(L1 x G) x L3 = U{[w] x [x] I [w] CL1 x G and [x] _CG}; 
however, 
[w] _CL 1 X L2 iff [w] --~ [u] X [v] for some [u] _CL 1 and Iv] _CL2; 
therefore 
(L~ X L2) X L 3 ~ U {[u] x [v] x ix] ] [u] CL~, [v] CL,, and [x] _C_--L3} 
= L1 X (L2 X La). 
(3) the class [A] ~ {A} is a neutral element for x ;  it will be simply 
denoted by A. 
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LEMMA 4.1. For any three asynchronous languages LI , L 2 , and La , the 
following relations hold true: 
(1) (L, wL~) × La = (L~ × L3) w (L~ × L~); 
(2) L 1 × (L 2 t,)L3) = (L a × L,~) U (L1 × L3); 
(3) L 1 × L~D_L1L2; 
(4) L 1 × 25 ~ ~ ×L  1~- ;~. 
Proof. (1) By definition one has 
(L1 uL2)  × L8 ~- U {[u] × [v] [ [u] _CL 1 wn~ and [v] CL~}; 
the asynchronous language L 1 ~J L 2 being the union of some congruence 
classes it follows that 
[u]_CL 1 kJL~ iff [u]_CL 1 or [u]_CL 2 (not exclusive or); 
therefore 
(L luL2)  ×L  3=(L  1 ×La) U(L2 ×La). 
(2) Same proof. 
(3) Any word in L1L~ " is of the form uiu2, with Ul in L 1 and u2 in L2; 
therefore w is in [ulu2] = [ul] × [u2] which is included in L 1 × L 2 . 
(4) Trivial. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Given the asynchronous languageL, the languageL(*) is
defined by 
L C*) =AuLw(L  ×L)  u (L  ×L  ×L)  u . . - ;  
it is the union of an infinite family of finite products (plus A); it is an asyn- 
chronous language since each finite product is an asynchronous language 
(Proposition 4.1) and cC(2:*) is a complete lattice. 
Kuznetsov (1965) showed how one can associate in a natural way a regular 
asynchronous language with any regular reduced language. The following 
definition generalizes this correspondence by associating with any language L, 
regular or not, reduced or not, an asynchronous language. 
DEFINITION 4.7. The mapping J: ~(Z*) -+ W(Z*) is defined as follows: 
J(L) = ~ {L' I L' ~ c~(z*), L 'D  L}; 
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it associates with any language L the asynchronous language J(L) that is the 
smallest containing L. Note that J is a closure operation on ~(E*), i.e., it 
satisfies the three following axioms: 
( I )  L 1 C_L~ => J(LI) C_ J(L2); 
(2) LC J(L),VLC_Z*; 
(3) J(J(L)) = J(L), VL c_ ~*. 








The following relations identically hold true: 
j ( z ) -  ~; 
J(A) - A; 
J(~) = [e], Ve ~ Z;  
I being an index set, 
J (U {Pi IiE/}) = U {J(Pi) I i~l}, 
Pi C_ Z*, Vi ~ I; 
(5) J(PQ) = J(p) x J(Q), vp and Q c_ X*; 
(6) J(P*) = (J(P))(*', VPC_X*. 
Proof. (1)-(3) Trivial. 
(4) Obviously, the language L = m{J(Pi) l i~ I}  is the smallest asyn- 
chronous language containing every language Pi • 
(5) For any language L, one has 
J(L) = U [w]; 
w~L 
therefore, 
J(P) x J(Q) = U Eu] x [~,] = U [uq = j(PQ). 
uEP u~P 
(6) Direct consequence of (2), (4), and (5). 
A direct consequence of this last lemma is given by the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Given a regular language L, described by a regular expression 
over the alphabet {al , a 2 .... , am}, with the regular operators w, ", and *, the 
asynchronous language J(L ) can be described by the same regular expression over 
the alphabet {[al] , [a2] ,..., [am]}, with the regular operators u,  × and (*). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. GivenL -- (0 1 0)* 01, the asynchronous language J(L) is 
described as follows: 
J(L) : ([0] X [1] X [0]) ~*) X [0] X [1]. 
Until this point, it is not apriori obvious that ifL is a regular language, then 
J(L) is also a regular language. Kuznetsov (1965) has proven that if L is a 
regular reduced language, then J(L) is a regular asynchronous language; 
furthermore, it gives an algorithm allowing the construction of an asyn- 
chronous Moore automaton recognizing J(L) directly from the regular 
expression defining the reduced language L. In the sequel of this section, we 
try to generalize the results of Kuznetsov: it is proven that if L is a regular 
language (not necessarily reduced), then J(L) is a regular asynchronous 
language; a modified Brzozowski's method is proposed allowing to construct 
an asynchronous Moore automaton recognizing J(L) from the regular 
expression defining L. 
First, some features of the derivatives of the asynchronous languages are 
given. 
LEMMA 4.3. The derivative D~,L of an asynchronous language L, with 
respect o a word u, is an asynchronous language. 
Proof. Suppose that w is a word in D~L; then, uw is inL. The languageL 
being asynchronous, u[w] is included in it, and therefore the class [w] is 
in D~L. 
DEFINITION 4.8. The derivative of an asynchronous language L, with 
respect o a class [u], is defined as follows: 
D[~]L ~ U D L. 
w~[u] 
LEMMA 4.4. For any asynchronous language L, one has 
D~L = D[u]L , Vu ~ X*. 
Proof. It is obvious that D~L C_ DHL , since u is a member of [u]. Suppose 
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now that the word v is in DHL;  there must exist a word w in [u] such that v 
is in DwL , i.e., such that wv is in L; furthermore, the language L being 
asynchronous, the word uv must also be inL; therefore, the word v is in D~L, 
which proves that 
D[~]L C_ D~L. 
LEMMA 4.5. Given two words u and v, and an asynchronous language L, the 
following relation holds true: 
D[~](D[~]L) = D[~]x[v]L. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.4 one has 
D[d(D[~]L ) = D~(D~,L) = Du~L = D[udL = D[u]×h,]L. 
DEFINITION 4.9. For any word w, and for any languageL one defines 
A~(L) =A iff weL  or AeL ;  
= ~,  otherwise. 
LE~tMA 4.6. For any asynchronous languages L~ andL 2 , and for any letter or, 
one has 
(2) ~o(A) = A; 
(3) ~([~]) = A; 
(4) ,¢~ao(N)=e;  
(5) 2~(& uL2)  = ~(L~) u 2~(L2); 
(6) ao(L~ × n,) = ao(L0 × ao(L2); 
(7) ~(L I  *)) = A. 
Proof. Trivial. 
LEMMA 4.7. For any two asynchronous languages L 1 and L~ , and.for any 
letter a, one has 
(1) D[,]~ = ~;  
(2) DFo]A = ;J ; 
(3) D[d[~ ] = A w [a]; 
(4) ~- :/: ~ ~ Dt,,~b-] = ~;  
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(5) D[o](L 1 k.)L2) = DtdL ~ u D[o]L~; 
(6) D[~](L 1 X L.~) = ((D[dL 0 X L2) w (zJa(L1) X D[~]L,~); 
(7) D[o]n~ *) : (D[o]L1) X L~ *). 
Proof. (1)-(5). Trivial. 
(6) In the case where L 1 = [u] and L 2 = [v], the property is almost 
trivial: an enumeration of various possible cases leads to a rigorous proof; it is 
omitted here. In the general case, it suffices to recall that 
L 1 X L~ = U{[u] x [v] I [u] ~L  1 and Iv] CLe}. 
The relation (5) of the present lemma, the relation (5) of the preceeding one, 
and the relations (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.1 can be generalized to the case of 
infinite sets as it has been done for the relation (4) of Lemma 4.2; using these 
generalized relations yields the result. 
(7) Suppose first that [w] is a class in L~*); it must be of the form 
[ua] x [u2] x "" x [u~], with each class [u~.] included in L 1 (the case where 
w : A is trivial). By applying (k -- 1) times the relation (6) above, one has 
D[ol[w ] = ((D[~][ud) X [u2] X "'" × [uk]) 
u x x [u.] x ..- x [u@ 
U "'" kJ (Acr([Ul]) X "'" X Zcr([U/c_l] ) X D[o][u~]) ;  
therefore 
and 
D[d[w ] C (D[o]L1) X L~ *), 
D r(*) = [d~l S D[o][W] c (Dt~]L 0 x L~ *) 
Cw]_CL(a*) 
Conversely it is obvious that 
D r(*) L] *)) × L(a *)) U ~ "(*)'" [~W1 : Dt~](L1 X : ((D[o]L 0 (Ao(L 0 X --IoWa ), 
therefore 
LEMMA 4.8. Any regular expression R over the alphabet {[al], [a2],-.., [a,~]}, 
with the regular operators t3, x ,  and (*) has a finite number dR of distinct 
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derivatives, where the word distinct means that these derivatives represent non 
identical anguages. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Brzozowski's Theorem 4.3 
(1964). It is by induction on the number N of regular operators. The 
proposition holds true for N = 0, i.e., when R is one of ~,  A or [ai]: 
D[~];~ = ~,  Vw~Z*;  
D~A = A; w =/= A ~ D[~]A = ~ ; 
DA[ai] = [a,]; D[~,][ai] = A u [ai]; i @ j  ~ D[~,][ai] -~ ;~; 
therefore 
d~ = 1, dA = 2 and d[~,] = 3. 
Now, it is assumed that each regular expression X, with N or fewer regular 
operators, has a finite number dx of distinct derivatives. I f  R is an expression 
with N + 1 operators, there are three cases: 
(1) R = P u Q. It is obvious that dR <~ de " do since 
D[wlR = D[w]P t3 DMQ , Vw ~ 2~*. 
(2) R =P ×Q.  Consider a word w =%%'"% of length k. Then, 
computing D[w]R according to the rules of Lemma 4.7 one obtains 
D{~jR = ((D[~l]x[,,~lx...xt~]P) × Q) 
td (A,k(D[,llx[~21x...×[~_l]P) × D[,klQ) 
u (A,~_~(D[,~]x[,~lx...x[,~_21P) × D[,k_flx[,klQ) u -'- 
u (~dD~,~lP) x DE,~x...×E~1Q) 
u (A,~(P) x D[,~]x[,~lx...x[,~lQ). 
Thus D[w]R is the union of (DHP)  X Q and of at most k derivatives of Q. 
Therefore, dR <~ dl,2 a°. 
(3) R = P(*). Consider again the formation of the derivative of P(*). We 
have 
D[~0P (*) = (D[,~IP) X P(*), 
D ~(,) [~]x[,2]r = ((D[,1]x[~1P) X P(*)) U (A~(D[~IP) X (D[~2]P) X P(*)). 
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It  can be seen that, in general, D[w]R will be the sum of terms of the form 
(D[~]P) × pc*), with u a suffix ofw. Therefore, dR ~ 2 av --  1. This concludes 
the inductive step. 
We now can state the following important heorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. I lL  is a regular language, then J(L) is a regular asynchronous 
language. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.8 since 
a language is regular iff it has a finite number of distinct derivatives. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Given a language L, the reduced language Red(L) is 
defined as follows: 
Red(L) ~- {w r ] w eL}. 
COROLLARY 4.1. I l L  is a regular language, then Red(L) is a regular reduced 
language. 
Proof. It  suffices to note that Red(L) = J(L) c~ T. 
Note that conversely, as has been pointed out by Kuznetsov (1965), the 
language J(L) can be deduced from the language Red(L) by simply replacing 
in its regular expression each occurrence of a by [a]; this remark yields the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. I l L  is a regular language, then J(L) can be described by a 
regular expression over the alphabet {[al] , [a~],..., [am]}, with the regular operators 
u, ", and * 
We have seen thatL being regular, so is J(L). It remains to give an algorithm 
allowing to build an asynchronous Moore automaton recognizing J(L) from 
the regular expression definingL: 
(1) J(L) is defined according to Theorem 4.1, i.e., by a regular expression 
over a modified alphabet and with the operators • and * replaced by × and 
(*), respectively. 
(2) The derivatives of J(L) are computed according to the rules of 
Lemma 4.7. 
(3) An automaton is deduced from the set of distinct derivatives of J(L) 
exactly as in the Brzozowski's algorithm. 
The automaton obtained in this way is finite (Lemma 4.8). In fact it can be 
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proven, as in the Brzozowski's paper, that the number of dissimilar derivatives 
of a regular expression (in the sense of Lemma 4.8) is also finite and that, 
therefore, the process of computing the derivatives will terminate after a 
finite number of steps. The obtained automaton is an asynchronous one; 
indeed 
D~J(L) = D[~lxr~jJ(L ) = D~ooJ(L), Vw ~ Z*, a ~ Z. 
To conclude this section, we introduce the three following notations: 
~R(2J*), cCa(2J*), and ~R(X*) are the sets of regular languages contained in 
~(Z*), c~(Z*), and ~(2J*), respectively. Kuznetsov (1965) has shown that a 
mapping (in fact a bijection) exists from ~R(Z'*) onto c~R(Z* ) and that an 
algorithm allows to construct an asynchronous Moore automaton recognizing 
a language in ~R(Z*) directly from a regular expression defining the corre- 
sponding language in ~R(Z*). In this section, we have generalized those 
results as follows: a mapping J has been defined, which maps ~(Z'*) onto 
~(Z'*); it has been proved that J maps ~R(2*) onto C~R(2J* ). Similarly, a 
mapping Red has been defined which maps ~(Z'*) onto ~(~'*) and ~R(X*) 
onto ~R(Z*). Furthermore, in the case where L is a regular language, defined 
by a regular expression, an algorithm has been presented which allows to 
construct an asynchronous Moore automaton recognizing J(L). From this 
algorithm Kuznetsov's algorithm could be deduced in the case where L is 
reduced. 
Finally note that a congruence relation ~-, can be defined on ~(27") as 
follows: L~ ,-~ L 2 iff J(L1) = J(L~). Each class contains exactly one asyn- 
chronous language and one reduced language. 
5. COMMENT 
Given a regular language L, it is possible to build a finite Moore automaton 
e{ which recognizes L; the automaton/) deduced from .d by the method of 
Section 3 will recognize the language ](L n T) which is generally smalIer 
than ](L); in fact, the reduced words in J(L n T) are the reduced words 
in L; the reduced words in J(L) are all the reduced words congruent to some 
word in L (and not necessarily equal to some word in L). 
Sometimes, in practical applications, the behaviour of an asynchronous 
Moore automaton isgiven by a word description of the set R of reduced words 
it recognizes; it can occur that it is simpler to find a regular expression 
defining some language L congruent to R, i.e., such that J(L) = J(R) than 
to find a regular expression defining R itself. In this last case, the algorithm 
presented above can be useful to construct the intended automaton. 
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6. EXAMPLE 
Construct an asynchronous Moore automaton which recognizes all the 
words of length at least one, on the alphabet {a, b, c, d}, and such that: 
(1) each letter a is followed by the letter b; 
(2) each letter c is followed by the letter d; 
(3) the last letter is b. 
It  can easily be seen that this automaton must recognize J (L)  with 
L =(abwcdWbwd)*b .  
R = J (L)  = (([a] × [b]) u ([c] × [d]) u [b] u [d]) (*) × [b]; 
R[a] = ([b] U ([a] × [b])) × R, 
R~ = ((A w [hi) x R) v A v [b] = A v R; 
Rto~ = fie] v (M x [d])) x R; 
R[a] = (A w [d]) ×R =R;  
R[alx[b ] = ((A k..) [b]) X R) w Rib] = A w R = Rib]; 
R[a]x[c ] = R[a]x[a ] ~ ~ ; 
R[b]x[a ] ~- R[a]; R[b]x[c ] ~ R[c]; R[b]x[a ] ~- R[d ] ~ R; 
R[c]x[a ] ~- R[c]x[b ] = ;g ; 
REc]×Ed ~= ((A U [d]) X R) U R[a] = R. 
The corresponding asynchronous Moore automaton is given in Table VI. 
Note that the language L is not reduced: abb ~L;  it is not asynchronous: 
ab ~ L, and, for this last reason, ](L)  ==/= ] (L  N T). 
TABLE VI 
a b c d 
R R[a] Rib] R[~] R 0 
RM RM Rib] ~ ;~ 0 
R[~ 1 R[~] Rib] RM R 1 
R M ~ ~ R[~] R 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
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